Bente Nelson, Principal

Motivation: Getting the best from your
staff - it’s a new day/new age
CAPLA Leadership Session: March 13, 2012
Bente Nelson
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Agenda
.

7:00 - 8:00: Registration & Breakfast
8:00 - 10:00: Leadership Session (with a 15 min break)
Part 1: What is Engagement/Motivation & why Is It
important?
•The Business Case for Engagement
•Defining Engagement
Part 2: It’s a New Day/New Age: The 3 R’s
•Finding the Right Fit
•Creating the Right Environment
•Providing the Right Leadership
Wrap Up

Learning Objectives


At the conclusion of this session participants will:
> Identify key factors that influence employee engagement
> Differentiate relative levels of engagement within your team
> Share knowledge/ideas in relation to three strategies to increase levels

of engagement and motivation (retention)
> Right Fit
> Right Environment
> Right Leadership
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Session


Participate; share your experiences



Challenge each other’s thinking



Honor timelines for exercises and breaks



Maintain confidentiality (from session; no names in sharing)

Engagement: Why Bother?
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Engagement: Why Bother?
The Business Case:
Complexities
Reality

of a diminishing workforce

Opportunity
Benefits

Aboriginal
Affairs

- sometimes the devel is in the details

to retain talent by increasing engagement

of increasing discretionary effort

Records
Management

Mineral Land

Supply
Management

Complexities:
Stakeholders through
Life cycle of a well

IT

Surface Land
Legal

Well Operations

Regulatory

Seismic

Community and
Stakeholder Relations
Environmental

Planning/
Geology

License

Construct

Optimize

Acquire
Surface
Rights

Mineral
Signoff

Survey

Drill

ReComplete

Complete

Suspend

D56
Third Party
Public
Agreements
Consultation

Treat

Downhole
Abandon

Tie-In

Surface
Abandon

Surface
Clearance

Equip

Reclaim
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Complexity & Integration of our Systems; Processes

Complexities in objectives/projects across functional groups
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Lack of Engagement Impacts Trust
Low Trust Slows down your Successes

COST

TRUST

SPEED

Engagement Builds Trust
High Trust Speeds up your Successes

TRUST

SPEED

COST
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The Canadian energy industry will need to attract and retain
approximately 7,000 new people by 2015
Employee Projection (Assumes No Growth in the Industry)
ent
irem
R et

act
I mp

New
employees

Current
employees

Source: Alberta Labour 2007

What are people saying?
 One in four

Calgarians say they
will be looking for
alternative
employment once the
economy turns around

QuickTime™ and a
decompressor
are needed to see this picture.
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Four Generations in the Workplace
 Veterans or traditionalists (age 63+)
> Born before or during WWII

 Boomers (age 46-62)
> Born 1948 – 1964

 Generation X (age 28-45)
> Born 1965 – 1982

 Generation Y (Nexus) (age 9-27)
> Born 1983 - 2001

Generational Differences
Old Model

New Model

• Loyalty to institution

 Free agent

• Rank, hierarchy and
following rules

 Autonomy and

• System and process

independence
 Action and results

• Safety, security, don’t
rock the boat

 Challenge, risk and

• Career and
advancement

 Work-life balance

• Engage/involve

 Engage/involve

innovation

L. Duxbury (Carleton University)
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DISCRETIONARY
EFFORT

A MATTER OF
CHOICE!

ACCEPTABLE
UNACCEPTABLE

PRODUCTIVITY

EXCEPTIONAL

Engagement & Discretionary Effort

Minimum Required to
Retain Employment

LOW

MINIMUM

ENGAGEMENT

HIGH

Engagement/Motivation: What is it?
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Engagement: What is it?
Typically, what behaviors or
characteristics do employees
demonstrate when they are
truly ‘engaged’ at work?
What behaviors or
characteristics do employees
demonstrate when they are
‘disengaged’ at work?

Your engagement challenges
Please take a couple of minutes to jot down your

engagement challenges
in
es I face
g
n
e
ll
a
h
loyees
of the c
ing emp
t
a
 Some
iv
t
o
g&m
engagin
are….
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Employee Engagement
Engagement is the state of emotional and intellectual
commitment to an organization or group.

1

SAY

2

Speak positively
about the
organization to
co-workers, potential
employees, and
customers

STAY

Have an intense
desire to be a
member of the
organization
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STRIVE

Exert extra
‘discretionary’ effort
and are dedicated to
doing the very best
job possible to
contribute to business
success

Levels of Engagement
 Actively engaged
 Disengaged
 Actively disengaged

From: Follow This Path by C. Coffman & G. Gonzalez-Molina
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Describing Three States of Engagement….
Actively Engaged

Disengaged

 Demonstrate their abilities

 Meet the basic requirements of

everyday.
 Consistent levels of high
performance
 Natural innovation & drive for
efficiency
 Intentional building of supportive
networks
 Clear about desired outcomes of
their role.
 Emotionally committed to what
they do.
 High energy; high enthusiasm.
 Never run out of things to do;
create positive things to act on.
 Broaden what they do and build
upon it.
 Commitment to company, work
group, and role.
 Solution focused about issues/
views.

the job.
 Confusion, or inability to act with
confidence
 Low-risk responses and
commitment.
 No real sense of achievement.
 Possible commitment to
organization, but not always to
role or work group.
 Will speak frankly about negative
views.

Actively Disengaged
 Normal reaction starts with

resistance.
 Low trust.
 “I’m OK, everybody else is not.”
 Inability to move from the problem

to the solution.
 Low commitment to company,

work group and role.
 Isolation.
 Won’t speak frankly about

negative views but will act out
frustration, either overtly or
covertly

Adapted From: Follow This Path by C. Coffman & G. Gonzalez-Molina

What Factors influence Engagement?
6 Broad Categories/Key Drivers of
Engagement
•
People: relationships with managers;
co-workers; and senior leadership
support
•
Work/Motivation: sense of value and
purpose in the work; resources to do
job effectively
•
Opportunities: to grow in current role
and career
•
Quality of Life/Values: work life balance
and physical work environment; believe
company adds to the greater
community
Procedures: people practices and
•
performance management
•
Total Rewards: pay, benefits,
retirement savings, rewards and
recognition (non-monetary)
*Hewitt’s Engagement Model/Surveys
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DISCRETIONARY
EFFORT

A MATTER OF
CHOICE!

ACCEPTABLE
UNACCEPTABLE

PRODUCTIVITY

EXCEPTIONAL

Engagement & Discretionary Effort

Minimum Required to
Retain Employment

LOW

MINIMUM

ENGAGEMENT

HIGH

Current State: Discretionary Effort (exercise)


Take a moment to think about your employees
> To what extent are you realizing the benefits of ‘discretionary effort’

within your own team?
> Think about and graph individuals who:
> Consistently demonstrate discretionary effort
> Occasionally demonstrate discretionary effort
> Rarely, if ever



Is their opportunity for improvement?



Share with a partner
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Three Strategies to
Increase Employee Engagement
 Finding the Right Fit
 Creating the Right Environment
 Providing the Right Leadership

Engagement: Finding the Right Fit
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Finding The Right Fit
> Employee Expectations of

Leadership Action
> Know me - use my talents
> Value my contribution
> Provide me opportunities

to influence decisions
and outcomes
> Challenge me
> Help me grow - finding the

right fit to utilize my talents

Source: Gallup Q12 Advantage Study

Shifting Our Focus to Talent Management

From

To

Selection based on experience,
intelligence, determination

Selecting for talent

Focus on improving
weaknesses
Advance people
‘up the ladder’

Focus on developing
strengths
Finding the right fit

**All employees are “talent” with untapped potential that can be developed
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Shifting our Focus to Talent Management:
Talents Required At Work (Adapted From: Follow This Path by C. Coffman)
Relating Themes
Used to create

develop & sustain
relationships.

Influencing
Themes
Used to motivate

others to action

Achieving
Themes
Push towards

achieving results

 Explain, host, write or  Set a course of action for  Need to accomplish

speak in public
 Ability to understand
emotions another is
experiencing
 Maintain harmony
 Make people feel like
they belong
 Nurture close bonds
with people
 Demonstrate a high
sense of responsibility
and dependability.

individuals and groups to
follow
 Take charge
 Competitive, take risks
with a specific reward in
mind.
 Help others grow and
develop
 Focus on achieving
excellence
 Value strengths in others
 Positive outlook
 Energize others

something tangible.
 Impatient to make things
happen
 Change savvy
 Seek meaning and
satisfaction; want to
have a positive impact
 Disciplined; ordered;
planful
 Strong focus on
precisely defined goals
 Energized by problems
 Motivated to make
significant contribution

Analytical
Themes
Used to gather &

process information
 Analytical, search for and

need ‘proof’.
 Ability to manage,

organize & decipher
multiple variables
 Perceive people should be
treated consistently
 Consider cause and
effect.
 Vigilant and careful in
approach to work.
 Interested in future
possibilities; assess
alternatives & options
 Able to find simple ways to
explain complex ideas

Leverage Your Employees’ Talents!


Uncovering an employee’s talents is not enough.



Engagement increases not just by being able to use our talents but
when:
> Our opinions and ideas are sought after, valued and appreciated.
> We are able to decide for ourselves the approach or strategy to use to

reach a desired result.
> We are given challenges that expand our capabilities.
> We are provided with learning opportunities to develop our talents.
> We are recognized (beyond monetary recognition) for the value we

bring to the team and the company.
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When You Face a Mis-Match


What do you do when someone’s talents don’t match the needs of
the job or position?
> Focus on identifying the talents the employee does have
> Explore with the employee the kind of work and work environment they

enjoy
> Is there another role within your team that better fits the talents?
> Consult with your HR contact/peers to determine if there are more

suitable work opportunities within the company
> Support the individual in making a positive transition to a more suitable

role.

Identifying the Talent Management Opportunities
Now think about people in the job(s) today
> What are there talents vs skills/experience?
> Are their talents suited to their work?
> Are you providing sufficient opportunity for these individuals to

influence outcomes in those areas where they are particularly
talented?
> Has the focus of your development planning and career planning with
these individuals been to expand their talents and capabilities?
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Finding The Right Fit: Using the Talent Inherent in My Team
I need to Start

I need to Continue

I need to Stop

Engagement:
Creating the Right Environment
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…….in my experience as a leader/coach


Provide me with a positive team environment
> ‘Space’ to contribute
> Respect for every team member

Achieving
Results
Together!

> Listen to me/us to understand; not to ‘fix’
> Listen to people’s concerns and take action
> Engage for input towards decisions; planning; opportunities & empower where possible
> Tell people what they are doing right 90% and wrong 10%
> Focus on solutions 80% and problems 20%
> Use errors and mistakes to help people learn
> Celebrate/recognize success
> Hold ourselves and employees Accountable
> Address unacceptable performance and/or

behavior promptly
> Honesty; transparency

Holding yourself and employees accountable
Steps to Personal Accountability
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Accountability Among Your Employees
Think about your own team. What kinds of behaviors do you see evident on your
team?
Use the scale below to indicate where your team is on the continuum between a
toxic environment and a healthy environment.

Completely
Toxic!

Somewhat
Toxic

Neither Toxic Nor
Productive

Somewhat
Productive

Completely
Productive

Do you think your employees would view the current environment the same way as
you?

To what extent are you holding yourself and your employee’s accountable for their
behaviors?
What steps can you take to create a greater sense of accountability within your team?

Our Accountability: Principles for Handling Non-Performance
1. Non-performance must be addressed. The
sooner the better.
2. The objective is to help people succeed
Solutions are best created with
the employee.
3. Focus on behaviors and impact,
not the person.
4. Supervisors and employees must own the
consequences of their decisions.

Consult your HR contact
early in the process.
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Assessing our part: Typical Reasons for Non-Performance

Conflicting or
Unclear Expectations
Inappropriate
Consequences

Personal
Obstacles

Insufficient
Training or
Experience

Unclear or
No Feedback

EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT: AREAS OF GREATEST IMPACT
through life-cycle of employment

EFFECTIVE
ONBOARDING

WORK
PROCESSES

TEAM
ORIENTATION

TALENT
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
CYCLE
INPUT ON
DECISIONS;
OBJECTIVES,
PLANNING
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CONSISTENTLY ASSESS STAGE OF TEAM
DEVELOPMENT & PROVIDE SUPPORT
 FORMING
 STORMING
 NORMING
 PERFORMING

People

SUPPORT EMPLOYEES IN
BREAKING DOWN SILOS
MODEL / ACTION

Processes
Technology
Data
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DEAL WITH CONFLICT OR DIFFERENCES EARLY
 Stages of Conflict
> Green
> Ripe
> Rotten

Engagement Tips for Leaders


Don’t make judgments – listen and be prepared/open to have your own
paradigms challenged



Seek to understand (and appreciate!) factors driving differences
in perspective



Avoid jumping to erroneous conclusions based upon differences.



Avoid make sweeping generalizations or categorize your employees
and their behavior based upon differences: generational; personality
type tools; experience/non-experience



Learn to leverage the advantages associated with the needs and
interests of each; as well as differences



Engage each employee through expressing an authentic interest in
creating win/win relationships
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Generational Differences
(Based upon work of L. Duxbury & N-Gen People Performance Inc.)

Veterans
Work Values

Boomers

 Loyalty
 Dependability
 Persistence
 Experience over

 Workaholic; accept

technical knowledge
 Sacrifice and honor

 Personal growth and

stress
 Team oriented;

involvement

Gen X
 Self-reliance
 Independence
 Desire recognition &

 Entrepreneurial
 Distrust hierarchy
 Civic duty
 Fun workplace

 Loyal to the team
 Challenge authority
 Career = self worth
 Participative
 Change = caution

 Loyal to manager
 Unimpressed by

 Loyal to colleagues
 Respect authority if

 Young families; aging

 Add value

Attitudinal
Differences

 Loyal to company
 Respect authority
 Career=opportunity
 Command & control
 Change = Something is

variety; diversity

 Pragmatic
 Results driven

gratification

security

Gen Y
 Independence
 Seeks challenge &

broken

authority

demo competence

 Career = one part of me  Career = add value
 Collaborative
 Hyper-collaborative
 Change = opportunity
 Change =

Improvement

Challenges
to engage

 Desire for predictability
 Affluence
 Retire on the job

 Burnout
 Affluence
 Desire for change
 Retire on the job

Tips to
engage

 Phase retirement
 Retrain
 Alternate work

 Mentors to inspire

schedules
 Recruiters; mentors

parents

 Don’t trust employers
 First 12 weeks key –

 High stress levels

Deliver or they walk

 Help them be
 Allow them to manage
them
marketable
own work
 Give meaningful work  Show rewards of loyalty  Build self-esteem
 Want rewards to show  Help them gain work Avoid paternalism
they are valued
life balance

Create and model a culture of: ASK vs TELL
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ENGAGEMENT: CREATING THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT
I need to Start

I need to Continue

I need to Stop

BREAK:
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Engagement: Providing the
Right Leadership

....after



30 years in various informal/formal leadership roles
17 years formal leadership roles (UofC Management Certificate)
Certified Coach: 1300 hours coaching
Mediation: 5 years
Licenced Facilitator for 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
Licenced Land Agent
Volunteering in the area of Mental Health
Masters Degree in Life



What I know:









>
>
>
>

people ARE one of our most important stakeholders and assets
people WANT to be understood/valued by Leaders who ‘care’
Leadership tests you the most but provides the greatest personal benefits/satisfaction!!
It is a NEW DAY; NEW AGE!!
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The Power of Leaders
 Research indicates that up to 70% of the climate in the

workplace is created by the competencies of the leader.
 Few leaders grasp the magnitude of their influence

in the workplace.

Those we lead - seek many things from us








Vision
Passion and commitment
Integrity and authenticity
Caring
Guidance and support
Inspiration and communication; and
Providing a meaningful opportunity to contribute
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NEW DAY; NEW AGE
From Compliance to Commitment


Compliance important: clear expectations and accountabilities
> Processes to follow
> Policies



Commitment: Value based leadership
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

Respect
Integrity
Value & leverage diversity
Leadership Team: Value based vision that inspires
> BE the creative light that INVITES positive energy and possibilities
(on behalf of people)
Honesty and transparency
Collaboration & engagement
Competent
Humble
5 C’s

Model: As verbs not just words
 Caring
 Courage
 Consideration
 Create
 Consistent
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Leadership: it’s a new day / new age
Less of

More of

Manager is problem-solver

Leader as coach and facilitator

Manager makes all decisions

Leader seeks input or delegates decision with task

Manager as victim of other groups

Leader gets “own house in order”

Manager dictates how all work is done

Leader focuses on results and coaches /engages
employees on how work gets done

Manager “upward-delegates” problems

Leader problem-solves with team

Career progression based on crisis management
skills

Career progression based on Talent Management

Manager rewarded for productivity, even at cost of
other groups

Leader rewarded for performance with internal
suppliers and customers

“I don’t care how – just get the results”

“Here is where we need to go. How do we get
What prevents us?”

there?

-Adapted from Argo Inc, used with permission

Focusing on employee weakness

See employees as achieving A+ and help them get
there!!

STARTING OFF ON THE RIGHT TRACK

“INSANITY IS DOING
THE SAME THINGS
OVER AND OVER
AND EXPECTING
DIFFERENT RESULTS”.
– RITA MAE BROWN
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In Other Words: REAL Connections

TO SELF

TO OTHERS

Responsible:

Responsive:
affect on others

taking charge

Empathic:

Emotional Intelligence:

walk a mile

self-aware

Authentic:

Aware:

no hidden agendas

seek the hard truths

Loving:

Loving:

others

self

So what gets
In the way?

Barriers
:
abits
Old H rt to
o
Supp ge
a
h
C n

Downtown
“man” &
stress
Lack of SelfAwareness
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MAKE THE CONNECTIONS
Interconnectedness of life
 Need to understand and connect to ourselves to effectively
connect to the world around us
 It starts with YOU!!
 Self-Aware is the NEW competency


TO YOUR CONDITIONING
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Did you know?


Stress Facts
Chronic stimulation of the stress reaction leads to hormonal and metabolic
imbalances that adversely affect all systems in the body
> 79% to 90% of all visits to primary health-care practitioners in North
America are due to stress-related illnesses or complaints
> 1 million North Americans are absent on any given workday due to stress
and stress-related disorders
> 60% of absences at work are the result of stress
>



Stress related disorders on the increase
Obesity; Diabetes; Heart Disease; High Blood Pressure or Cholesterol;
Weak immunity; Cancer; Irritable Bowel Syndrome; Migraine Headache;
Anxiety and Depression
> Depression stats
> 1 in 5 Canadians dealing with emotional issue or depression
> Impacting just above every family across Canada – not just the
individuals
> Only 1/3 seek out help
> 50% of population on anti-depressants or anxiety medications
>

Taken from “Stress Solution: Understanding, Treating, and Preventing Stress & Stress Related Illnesses”, Penny Kendal-Reed
& Dr. Stephen Reed; and Canadian Mental Health

CHRONIC STRESS RESPONSE CASCADE












Brain perceives danger
Sympathetic nervous system initiates fight-or-flight response
Heart rate, blood pressure, blood sugar, and breathing levels increase
Adrenal supports sympathetic system short term
Cortisol sustains fight-or-flight response
STRESS IS NOT RESOLVED; THE BODY DOES NOT STABILIZE
Persistent, low-level secretion of cortisol
Cry wolf response: the body is unable to handle a real emergency
Body becomes overweight, sleep deprived, poorly muscled, fragile, prone to
infection, and often depressed, unable to perform under pressure or handle a
difficult or threatening situation or illness
Metabolic syndrome may result

Taken from “Stress Solution: Understanding, Treating, and Preventing Stress & Stress Related Illnesses”, Penny
Kendal-Reed & Dr. Stephen Reed
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CAVEMAN VS DOWNTOWN MAN


CAVEMAN
>
>



Real danger: fight or flight
Danger over: adrenalin stabilizes

DOWNTOWN MAN
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thousands of years later – tired from a sleepless night
Starts day with many decisions and frustrations
Not true danger – but body reacts with stress response
Downtown man’s drive in - frustrations, honks the horn, feels rage
Downtown man’s perceived dangers keep up throughout the day
Stress reaction battles continuously to restore normal biological balance to
a ‘safe’ condition but does not succeed
As a leader and/or a parent - you have the added responsibility of others

Taken from “Stress Solution: Understanding, Treating, and Preventing Stress & Stress Related Illnesses”, Penny Kendal-Reed
& Dr. Stephen Reed

SHORT-TERM & LONG TERM AFFECTS
OF STAYING ON ADRENALIN
 Sustained high adrenalin
> Stressed/Anxious
> Mind/body don’t ‘speak’ to each other - sometimes not even aware

that you are anxious or fearful
> Valve stuck ‘wide open’
> Unaware-Fearful-Disempowered

> Minimal self-care: own ‘nervous system’ is put aside
> Reactive vs Proactive
> Relationship ‘impacts/challenges’
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AFFECTS OF STAYING ON ADRENALIN
7TH GEAR:
ROBOT
7
6
5
4

4, 5, 6TH GEARS:
SOLDIER, PARAMEDIC or FIRE FIGHTER

3
2
1

1, 2, 3 GEARS:
CIVILIAN

ADRENALIN: Lower gears
1, 2, 3 Gears: CIVILIAN
> Calm – mind not ruminating
> Process & problem-solve

effectively

> Retention of information
> Everyone is your ‘equal’
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ADRENALIN: Higher Gears
4,5, 6th Gears: SOLDIER,
PARAMEDIC or FIRE
FIGHTER; POLICE;
DOCTOR, etc
>
>
>
>

Anxious/fearful
Mind ruminates
Go ‘big’ or ‘small’
Others need fixing; saving;
rescuing; protecting;
controlled

ADRENALIN:
7TH GEAR: ROBOT
> Consistently sustained high
gears
> Dissociated
> Numb
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TAKING CHARGE: DEVELOPING THE ‘SELFAWARE’ COMPETENCY

SELF-CARE:
MANAGING YOUR
ADRENALIN



Adrenalin is like a credit card
If you use it – you have to pay it back
If you don’t pay it back – natural consequences
> The more you use it – takes longer to pay back
>
>
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Taking Charge:
 Levels of Awareness:
Level 1: Un-Aware; Fearful; Disempowered
Level 2: Self-Aware: Fearful; Disempowered
Level 3: Self-Aware: Fear”less”; Empowered

Developing your Self-Aware Leadership Competency
to be More Effective as a Leader






Retrain your brain/responses by
examining your assumptions
and reframe;
Learn to observe yourself as if
you were on TV
Make changes based on new
truths
Self-Care: put on your own
oxygen mask
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Quantum Change - work on our paradigms
Minor Change - work on attitudes, behaviors

Ahhhh!

“The world is flat
don’t you know?”
Insight

EXAMINE & REFRAME
WHAT YOU “SEE” (paradigms)


PAUSE: CHECK IN WITH YOUR
NERVOUS SYSTEM
>

>

>

>

>

Hyper-alert?
> to others nervous systems? Attached as if there problem
was yours?
Do you feel like you are drowning?
> Are you reacting as if you’re in strong currents
20’ deep and 20’ out – while other people are saying
- but you’re only in 2’ of water
Paramedic/Doctor/Firefighter
> Do you have the tendency to want to rescue everyone
> Do you want to ‘fix or help’ everyone? “for their own good”
> Are you always defending or protecting others?
Soldier
> Do you have WW2 in your head? Or act like there is a fire?
> Everyone is against me or with me?
> Highly reactive? Get ‘them’ before they ‘get me’?
> Stuff and blow?
Policeman
> Are you “by the book” when someone is offering an out-ofthe box idea?
> Do you try to control outcomes?
> Impose letter of the “law” vs open?

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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EXAMINE & REFRAME
WHAT YOU “SEE” (paradigms)
 small or BIG inside?
 girl or WOMAN? boy or

MAN? inside?

Stress Responses:
Become Aware of your Personal “Hooks”

FIGHT?

FLIGHT?

FREEZE?
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OBSERVE YOURSELF AS IF YOU WERE ON TV


Which is your life?

Comedy?
Romance?
Science Fiction?
Black Comedy?



Soap Opera?
Drama?
Horror?
Fantasy?

Are you the director, leading lady/man, supporting actor/ script writer?

TAKING CHARGE



Which role would you rather play?
Or do you want to change the script?
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SELF-CARE:
Putting on your
own oxygen mask:
Refuelling

Ment al

How will you
fill each up?

Physical

Emotional
/ Social

Spirit ual

SELF-CARE: What gives you energy? Takes your energy?

“T” ANALYSIS
WHAT GIVES YOU ENERGY?

WHAT TAKES YOUR ENERGY?

Learn to say NO
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CHANGING HABITS TAKES TIME &
SUPPORT

Breaking with ineffective habits
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Identity (nurture)

Essence (nature)

It’s a new
day; new
age

BE:
Lead from your
essence

DO
HAVE
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Beyond technical; Journey of self-discovery

Workshops:
try Neuroscience

Accountability
Partner(s)

Create Leader
Circles/ Mentor

Books:
READ!

Learn from
Mistakes

READ!!!

Top Ten
List

10. 7 Habits of Highly Effective People,
Stephen R Covey
9. The Four Agreements, Don Miguel Ruiz
8.

Zen and the Art of Archery, Eugen Herrigel

7. The College Blue Book, Anthony J. D’Angelo
6.
5.

FYI For Your Improvement, Michael M. Lombardo
& Robert W. Eichinger
Stress Solution, Penny Kendall-Reed &
Dr. Stephen Reed

4. Follow This Path, C. Coffman &
G. Gonzalez-Molina
3. 1001 Ways to Reward Employees, Bob Nelson
2. Why Zebras Don’t Get Ulcers, Robert M. Sapolsky
1. Top 100 Leadership Books Summarized
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Your TOP TEN LIST
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

ENGAGEMENT: Taking Stock!


Reflect upon the topics covered
in today’s session
>

What factors are likely impacting
levels of engagement?
> Finding the right fit?
> Creating the right
environment?
> Providing the right
leadership?



What specific actions can you
take as a leader to improve
engagement and retention with
your employees?



What specific actions can you
take with your entire team?



What specific actions can you
take to manage your own
stress?



Share with a partner

I need to Start

I need to Continue

I need to Stop
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Just because you CAN.... doesn’t mean you SHOULD

REMEMBER: it’s often the smallest actions that make
the biggest difference
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